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OAKFORD — POSSIBLE CONTAMINATED SITE 

209. Hon ALANNA CLOHESY to the minister representing the Minister for Environment: 
I refer to a possible contaminated site located at lot 6 entry off King Road, Oakford owned by J. and N. Avila. 
(1) Has the site been investigated for the burial of substances and materials, including motor vehicle tyres, 

tar drums, batteries, oil drums, sump oil and other oils that would render the site contaminated; and, if 
not, why not? 

(2) If yes to (1) — 
(a) who conducted the investigations; 
(b) when were they conducted; and 
(c) what have been the findings of these investigations? 

(3) If the answer to (2)(a) is the owner or their associates, why is the Department of Environment 
Regulation authorising the alleged polluter, or their associates, to investigate whether there is any 
pollution? 

(4) Is the property, which is located on the Jandakot mound area, protected as an underground water 
pollution control area? 

(5) Is the DER considering amending the licence that covers operations on the property and associated 
businesses to make legal the dumping and burial of substances and materials that could make the site a 
contaminated site? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question. 

(1) No. The Department of Environment Regulation has not been provided with any information to suggest 
that such activities have occurred. If present, such contamination would likely be detected in the course 
of normal site investigations of soil and groundwater contamination. DER classified the site on 10 
December 2013 as “possibly contaminated—investigation required” under the Contaminated Sites Act 
2003, and requires that these investigations be undertaken. 

(2)–(3) Not applicable. 

(4) The site is located approximately 200 metres north-east of the Priority 2 Jandakot groundwater protect 
zone and is not within this groundwater protection area. 

(5) No. The primary objective of the part V licence under the Environmental Protection Act 1986 is to 
ensure that adequate environmental management controls are in place to appropriately manage on-site 
operations. 
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